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Introduction
Paulette Freese, Asst Director, OSD Military Community & Family Policy (MCFP)
Ms. Freese provides policy, advocacy, and oversight for nearly $20B in programs that deliver
community support and quality of life benefits to service members and their families, as well as
commissaries, military exchanges, and other activities supported by nonappropriated funds. Ms.
Freese has more than 35 years experience in programming, management, and budgeting with the
DoD and Army. Prior to her current role, Ms. Freese served as the MWR Branch Chief for the Office of
the Chief of Staff for Installation Management as well as the Director of the Army World Class Athlete
Program (WCAP).

Andreas Lucido, Manager, Grant Thornton LLP
Mr. Lucido is a former Army officer that has served in multiple Joint Task Forces and Commands. He
has more than 10 years’ experience in program management leading various financial management
and data analytic engagements including US Army Central Command (ARCENT) Comptroller,
Department of Army Chaplains Comptroller, The Joint Staff (TJS) Comptroller and US Immigration
and Customs Enforcement CFO. Mr. Lucido is a certified Project Management Professional (PMP)
and Certified Defense Financial Manager (CDFM).

Ariane Whittemore, Director, Grant Thornton LLP
Mrs. Whittemore is a recognized expert in financial management with more than 30 years of
experience leading Navy and Marine Corps financial operations for operating appropriations,
investment appropriations, and Working Capital Fund. In her last DoD assignment, she provided
program and budget advice, financial and audit oversight and strategy development for the Marine
Corps as the Assistant Deputy Commandant for Programs and Resources.
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Data Analytics Defined

Grant Thornton LLP: The provision of intelligence
based insights and data-driven business performance
Improve performance
Streamline operations
Support strategic decision-making
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Reasons to use Data Analytics
• Need a way to make business decisions that is better than traditional
historical reporting or guessing (or gut feel)
• Discover new courses of action that can be used to achieve desired
outcomes and end state
• Leverage existing and organic information to increase its value beyond
mere recording of a business event
• Resolve missing or incomplete data

• Overcome data scattered across multiple systems with no integrated
view of current performance or costs
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Benefits of Data Analytics
• Improves ability to make data driven decisions
• Creates transparency for leadership and stakeholders
• Integrates accountability and performance
• Measures financial and business risk
• Validates data and business rules
• Provides basis for predictive analytic capability to drive future growth
• Develops opportunity for process improvements and optimization
• Acts as a "force multiplier" within an organization
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Foundational Stages of Data Analytics
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Gartner Analytic "Leaders"
"Enables the exploration of data via an array of visualization options that
go beyond those of basic pie, bar and line charts to include heat and
tree maps, geographic maps, scatter plots and other special-purpose
visuals."
Gartner Listed Strengths
•
•
•
•

Gold standard for intuitive interactive exploration
Focus on customer experience and success
Expanding deployments and standardization rates
Flexible deployment options

•
•
•
•

Momentum
Rapid deployment
User enablement
Partner network

•
•
•
•

Cost
Ease of use plus complex analysis
Vision
Active community

Reference: 2017 Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms
https://www.gartner.com
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Approach to Data Analytics
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Decision Support & Analysis
Drive Decisions with Financial & Performance Data
•
•
•

Developed a repository to centrally collect and integrate data
across the Military Services' disparate data systems
Analyze, assess, and report nonappropiated fund (NAF) morale,
welfare, and recreation (MWR) program financial performance
Equip both OSD and the Military Services with actionable
reporting information for DoD leadership and Congress

Applied Expertise
•

•

•

Performed thorough data validation and developed a standardized
data repository that integrated all financial and performance data
across the four Military Services and six distinct systems
Developed a collection of Tableau dashboards leveraging GT
subject matter experts across a variety of prominent industries; i.e.
construction, lodging, and investments
Facilitated an organization's transition from inaccessible archival
data to an online environment which allows for instantaneous
multi-year reporting and analysis

Benefits and Value Achieved
•
•
•

•

OSD and the individual Services can quickly and effectively
evaluate the health of their entire program portfolio
Dashboards provide complete visibility into funding history by
Service, Component, Region, Command, and Installation
Scalable solution that will enable expansion into other QOL
Programs such as Non-Medical Counseling, Family Readiness,
and other related program areas
Standardized / automated data collection process to ensure
reliability and validity of future OSD data calls
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Financial Portfolio Performance
Cost Accounting and Systems Support
•

•
•
•

The enhanced dashboard combines 22 financial reports from 13
systems of record and creates analytic capabilities to measure
performance and financial obligations:
Automates scorecard and performance metrics to compare fund
centers and performance improvements
Identifies undelivered and unliquidated financial obligations,
commitments and financial credits
Identifies high-risk obligations, problematic balances and available
funds

Applied Expertise
•
•
•
•

Collected and obtained source data from multiple financial
systems and ERPs and developed "As Is" and "To Be" strategy
Obtained documentation and source materials to learn business
processes and define metrics and calculations
Created Microsoft Access repository to link data sources and map
relational keys and processes
Developed dynamic reporting and drilldown capabilities for
enhanced visualization and data analysis

Benefits and Value Achieved
•
•
•
•

Systematic and repeatable data-driven approach to performance
automation
Automatic updates for planned and execution comparisons
throughout the year
Increased visualization, dynamic reporting, and improved look
and feel of data tables
Improved data quality and reporting to integrate multiple financial
management and ERP systems
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Manpower Analysis
Program and Personnel Management
•
•

•

Develop an interactive distribution model and dashboard to
drive action officer staffing decisions
Collect, validate and integrate data from 3 personnel
information systems to provide executive oversight for
headquarters leaders
Administer survey to determine current program resource
demand from stakeholders to support data-driven decisionmaking

Applied Expertise
•

•
•
•

Developed a suite of Tableau dashboards that integrates personnel
geographic distribution, demographics analysis, and resource utilization
with training status to analyze resource allocation
Obtained and integrated source data from multiple systems to develop
an optimized staffing model which fed outputs into a dynamic dashboard
Created an automated process to collect and analyze requests for
resource initiatives
Analyzed current training costs and benefits received per individual to
determine a cost-optimizing training structure

Benefits and Value Achieved
•

•

•
•

Automated personnel assignment process by creating an officer
distribution model
Provided web-based, dynamic dashboards with drill-down capability to
provide senior leaders direct access to organizational performance
analysis
Introduced data-driven decision-making into religious curriculum selection,
and HR planning and operations
Aligned costing analyses with staffing requirements to support FY18
Budget development process
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Managerial Cost Accounting
Costing Mission Operational Outputs
•

•
•

Utilizes SFFAS#4 compliant methodology to tie costs to
resources and establish performance benchmarks for unit
costing
Creates a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) to perform budget
"what-if" analysis on future requirements
Assigns Management & Administrative costs to mission
outputs, establishing a fully burdened cost for outputs

Applied Expertise
•

•
•

Utilized enterprise cost modeling software, CostPerform and SFFAS#4
guidance to establish flexible reporting capabilities that can be tailored to
specific analysis or tasking
Created reporting dashboards in Tableau visualization software and
Microsoft Excel to deploy results and analytics to user group
Tagged important financial data elements like job series, FTE counts, source
program funding, spend types (e.g. labor, general expenditures) to provide
customizable cost analysis

Benefits and Value Achieved
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible tool for completing taskings and performing cost analyses
Stakeholder buy-in from Agency leadership, Congress, OMB, GAO etc.
Quicker turnaround time for cost analysis and resourcing taskings
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) that can be implemented into other
enterprise tools
Established cost performance benchmarks
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Contract Analysis
Tracking Funding through the Requisition Lifecycle
•
•
•
•

Provides CFO and Acquisition Executive with timely status reports on
workload completion
Projects anticipated workload through fiscal year-end
Compares current requisition throughput to historical data
Allows analysts to query an individual requisition’s status

Grant Thornton Applied Expertise
•
•
•

Constructed a process flow of the agency-wide requisition lifecycle to identify
inefficiencies and redundancies in the process
Analyzed each dataset, collaborating with program stakeholders and data
experts, to create reporting metrics and enable operational planning
Mocked-up dashboard and developed repeatable process to support daily
status updates and drill-down analysis during year-end closeout

Benefits and Value Achieved
•
•
•
•
•

Established a repeatable approach to identify potential processing shortfalls
and track program adherence to year-end deadlines
Documented year-end metrics and stimulated inter-office collaboration
Created a performance-focused framework for future planning, evaluation of
year-end deadlines, and program accountability
Allows CFO and Acquisition to predict future requisitions workload
Saves analysts’ time by automating status reports
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Keys to Success
• Make investments in tools, technology and people
• Focus on change management
• Share data and collaborate with teams across the enterprise

• Sustain a continuous process improvement mentality
• Develop mission-driven indicators and performance metrics
beyond financial measures
• Communicate results that are relevant to the organization
• Encourage leadership commitment to integrate decision-making
through analytics
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